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Foreword

Mark Currie,
Chair of GMLPN
The inception of the Apprenticeship Levy and associated
reforms, together with broad changes to the skills and
employment system has resulted in a seismic shift in the way
we deliver Apprenticeships, and skills and employment
programmes. As a consequence providers have to adapt to an
unprecedented level of change. Not only that but following
Brexit we will inevitably be operating in an increasingly
uncertain economic environment.
As we adapt to these fundamental changes it is important that
we continue to support the implementation of the Greater
Manchester Work and Skills Strategy ensuring that we have a
skills system which directly contributes to increased
employment levels, helps to raise productivity, and improves
business performance. As a consequence a more highly skilled,
healthy and productive workforce will enjoy the benefits of
increased incomes and will be less reliant on state benefits
Our primary purpose is to support our members to adapt to the
planned changes and to become better able to deliver the skills
needs which individuals, employers and the economy need,
both now and in the future. In pursuit of this ambition we have
continued to develop and expand our Provider Support
Programme delivering a range of workshops and masterclasses.
During the past 12 months we have worked ever more closely
with our colleagues in the North West Provider Network and
other provider networks across the North of England to respond
to the reform agenda and to share our experiences in relation
to the devolution of skills, employment programmes and the
development of the Northern Powerhouse. Whilst we
appreciate the pressures on the public purse we will continue to
lobby hard to convince Government that their investment in
skills should not be perceived as a burden but as a vital
investment which enhances productivity and national
competitiveness.
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The initial phase of the Greater Manchester Area Based
Review has now concluded. The Combined Authority is
now embarking upon a review of the curriculum offer
currently available within Greater Manchester to ensure
that it is fit for purpose moving forward. Given that
three quarters of Apprenticeship starts are delivered by
independent providers it is essential that they are
engaged in this process.
We have successfully delivered a range of projects in
support of the Greater Manchester Apprenticeship
Strategy. These have included the #SEEDIFFERENT
campaign, Apprenticeship Ambassadors, the Search and
Apply project and the Traineeship development activity.
We continue to work alongside our partners including
the Greater Manchester Chamber of Commerce,
GMCVO, the Greater Manchester Colleges Group, The
Manchester Growth Company and the LTE group to
make the skills system work better for the people,
businesses and communities of Greater Manchester.
Together with the Chamber of Commerce we hosted the
third Skills for Business Awards.
The strength of the network rests upon the active
engagement of our members who collectively deliver
98% of the skills provision in Greater Manchester. Thank
you to our existing members for their continued support
in turning our shared vision into reality and especially
the Advisory Board members and my Co-directors,
Jonathan Bourne and Debra Woodruff, who have made
a huge contribution to help enhance the network.
My particular thanks go to Anne and Andy together with
their team who have successfully delivered a range of
projects which have significantly enhanced the
effectiveness of providers and the reputation of the
network during the year allowing us to increase the
range of services and support we provide.

www.gmlpn.co.uk

Aims and
Objectives
Our Purpose

Our Key Objectives

The Greater Manchester Learning Provider Network
(GMLPN) is a network of over 100 training providers and
colleges established to represent and work on behalf of
its members and their interests.

The operating environment for skills providers will
remain challenging as they adapt to an employer led
Apprenticeship and skills system with reduced
public funding. In addition we are seeing fundamental
reforms to the programmes designed to support
unemployed individuals to secure and sustain employment
with the recommissioning of programmes funded the
Department for Work and Pensions. We will continue to
support the network to adapt to these changes, including:

Our Ambition for 2016-19
Our ambition is for Greater Manchester to have a
nationally recognised skills and employment system
which is a key driver of economic growth by anticipating
and meeting the needs of individuals, employers and
communities. To achieve this we will continue to work
with the network and our partners to:
Increase employer investment in skills by working with
skills providers and our partners to improve the
responsiveness of the skills system and to demonstrate
to employers the return on investment and the broader
business benefits of investing in skills.
Support young people by improving access to
effective careers education, information, advice and
guidance as well as expanding Traineeships to create
city-wide coherent pre-Apprenticeship pathways and
utilising UCAS Progress to simplify application processes.
Expand Apprenticeships by growing the range of
Apprenticeship opportunities, especially at higher level.
Tackle unemployment and the low skills, low pay cycle
by working alongside providers, Jobcentre Plus, the
third sector and GMCVO as well as with Work
Programme providers to build more coherent and
effective progression models.



Working alongside the Greater Manchester
Apprenticeship Hub partners and the funding
agencies to grow volumes, increase employer
investment in Apprenticeships and Traineeships and
to maximise the opportunities which the introduction
of the Levy will bring.



Following the initial Area Based Review we will
actively engage in the planned curriculum review.

Influencing skills and employment policy
During the year we have coordinated responses to major
national consultation exercises with a focus on the
Apprenticeship reforms and the introduction of the
Apprenticeship Levy. We also issued relevant briefings to
support individual providers and colleges in crafting their
own response.
We have contributed to the development of the Greater
Manchester Work and Skills Strategy, the Greater
Manchester Apprenticeship Strategy and the proposed
outcomes framework which will shape the commissioning of
the Adult Education Budget as part of the Greater
Manchester Devolution Agreement. We have continued to
support the work of the Apprenticeship Hub and the Careers
Education Information Advice and Guidance Strategy.
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Apprenticeship
Ambassadors
Our Aim
Our aim is to increase the number of young people
actively considering an Apprenticeship as a career
progression opportunity.
Objective Two of the Greater Manchester
Apprenticeship Hub Plan refers to a commitment to
raise awareness of Apprenticeships in schools. The
Apprenticeship Ambassador Programme contributes to
this aim by:


Stimulating the demand for Apprenticeships.



Providing a flexible, fit for purpose service for
schools.



Helping support a CEIAG offer which is above and
beyond the statutory requirements placed on
schools.



Helping to develop and communicate clear
routes into Apprenticeships for young people,
parents and staff in schools.

The Process
We work with Apprenticeship providers, employers,
local authorities and housing associations to identify and
recruit suitable candidates who are either current or
recently qualified apprentices.
The GMLPN promotes the Ambassador offer to schools
and colleges and coordinates Ambassador visits.
The ambassadors and their employers benefit from the
programme. Ambassadors tell us that they gain
confidence and improve their presentation skills which
can be utilised in the workplace.
Greater Manchester benefits because there is an
increasing number of young people actively advocating
and promoting the Apprenticeship option. This year for
the first time, we have recruited degree apprentices
currently undertaking their training with Manchester
Metropolitan University.

To Date:

Our Approach

Recruited and trained 289

The Apprenticeship Ambassador Programme mobilises
apprentices to promote their positive Apprenticeship
experience to young people in schools and colleges
across Greater Manchester. GMLPN coordinates:

Apprenticeship Ambassadors



The recruitment and training of ambassadors.

Attended



Marketing of the project .

(77.5%) schools across Greater



Ambassador visits and presentations.

Manchester, as well as 19 other
educational institutions

We train current or recently qualified apprentices to
become ambassadors. Once equipped, they present to
young people, teachers, parents and carers promoting
the value and long term career benefits of
Apprenticeships.

124 out of 160

Engaged with over 15,000
young people

Experience gained over the past three years tells us that
the best people to promote Apprenticeships to young
people across Greater Manchester are young
apprentices.
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Search and
Apply
Our Aim
Our aim is to increase participation in post-16
education and training and to raise the profile of
Apprenticeships amongst young people in Greater
Manchester.

Our Approach
A partnership led by Career Connect and supported by
GMLPN and Positive Steps has delivered the Greater
Manchester Search and Apply process for school and
college leavers. The key objectives of the project are to:


Enhance the quality of careers education, advice
and guidance in schools.



Support young people in Year 11 to make
effective and informed choices when considering
their post-16 options.



Growing Apprenticeships
A vital aspect of the project is to promote the take up of
Apprenticeships and Traineeships amongst young
people in Year 11. The project has enhanced awareness
of both the variety of occupational routes on offer and
the volume of opportunities available and has
heightened awareness in schools.
Significant progress has been made. Nearly 2000
Expressions of Interest (EOIs) were submitted by young
people - double the number when compared to the
previous year. More young people are now considering
an Apprenticeship as a post-16 option. Apprenticeship
EOIs accounted for 12% of the total applications made
by learners in Greater Manchester compared with just
9% in 2014/15.

Results
As a result of the active encouragement and
one-to- one support GMLPN has provided:

Raise the profile of Apprenticeships amongst
young people, parents and schools.

In 2015/16, Career Connect and Positive Steps have
doubled the number of schools involved to 86 across
nine local authority areas. In 2015/16, Year 11 pupils
submitted 15,000 applications through the UCAS
Progress system.
At the start of the project, schools from five of the local
authority areas were using the system with the highest
levels of activity and engagement in the Bolton and
Salford areas.
Local authorities and their relevant IAG services have
also been able to use the system to better track the
intended destinations of their resident Year 11 learners
and to identify those that may be at risk of not
participating in education, employment or training
(NEET) at post-16. This is a statutory requirement for
local authorities, which the system has been able to
support.

www.gmlpn.co.uk
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80 post-16 providers operating
in Greater Manchester have
now published their course
information on the system

70 providers have received
applications through the system

Young people, parents, carers
and schools have had access to a
comprehensive catalogue of
post-16 provision across the city
region, including Apprenticeships
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#SEEDIFFERENT
Our Aim
The Greater Manchester Apprenticeship Hub Marketing and Communications Campaign intends to change the hearts and minds
of Greater Manchester residents by raising perceptions of Apprenticeships and Traineeships. This is achieved by targeting young
people, employers, parents and carers, as well as other key influencers such as schools, teachers and training providers.
#SEEDIFFERENT takes a holistic approach to the campaign in order to maximise impact through print media, a digital presence and
physical presence at events throughout the year.

Our Approach
From June 2015 through to September 2016, #SEEDIFFERENT utilised printed media, including:




Advertising at bus stops across Greater Manchester.
Posters were circulated to all Greater Manchester local authorities for display in high footfall areas.
Press releases in the Manchester Evening News and Greater Manchester Business Week.

#SEEDIFFERENT were keen to have a large digital footprint to make information easily accessible to all stakeholder audiences, for
example:




A website with audience specific pages.
Various social media platforms.
A variety of digital content including video case studies, news stories and images.

As well as developing an online presence it was felt that a physical presence would further assist with integrating and embedding
the #SEEDIFFERENT branding and raising campaign awareness. The team have:



Attended a number of high profile events including Manchester Pride, Soccerex and the Manchester Caribbean Carnival.
Maintained visibility at a local authority level through events in town centres and community events such as Harropfest
and Mega Mela.
Visited schools and attended borough-wide careers fairs.
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Progress to date
From June 2015—September 2016 GMLPN with our
project partners (Greater Manchester Chamber of
Commerce and Marketing Manchester) have:

Reached 179,392 young

18,921 website hits

employers

people

Produced 78

Reached 17,492

Reached 110 skills providers

375,954 social media
impressions

case studies

3,576 social media
engagements

www.gmlpn.co.uk
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Traineeships



Our Aim
Our aim was to increase the number of Traineeship starts
in Greater Manchester and as a consequence increase the
number of trainees progressing into Apprenticeships.
Furthermore, by improving the quality of Traineeship
delivery a higher proportion of trainees will stay and
complete the programme and a higher
proportion will be ready to progress to an
Apprenticeship.

Our Approach
Over the last two years we have delivered a
project aimed at increasing the number of young people
progressing from a Traineeship to an Apprenticeship.
To achieve these aims the project had four key
elements:


A series of seven masterclasses were delivered,
which supported Traineeship providers to enhance
their delivery with the aim of increasing their
progression rates to Apprenticeships. The
masterclasses covered topics which intended to
support recruitment, delivery, employer
engagement and work placements.



Information sessions were delivered to referral
agencies including JCP, Career Connect and Positive
Steps. The sessions were aimed at increasing the
number of referrals by raising awareness of
Traineeships amongst advisors and signposting
them to resources on the Traineeship Toolkit.



We maintained and updated the Traineeship Toolkit
to ensure that it remained accurate and relevant for
providers and referral agencies.



We also produced seven video case studies
featuring apprentices who had progressed to their
current role from a Traineeship. These were
developed as a resource to inform, inspire and
motivate other young people to consider a
Traineeship as a pathway into an Apprenticeship.
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Hosted a Traineeship Conference that brought
together providers and referral agencies to
highlight progress, encourage and inspire the
continuation of closer collaboration between
providers and referral agencies.

Going forward, we will be intending to
repeat the masterclasses for providers as well as
continuing to work in conjunction with referral
agencies. The Traineeship Toolkit will be updated to
ensure that it remains relevant and current.
Training providers offered feedback which indicated
how they benefited from the masterclasses:

“We have developed a more robust
eligibility and application process following
the Masterclasses. We are able to adopt
good practice from other training providers
who shared their processes with us.”
“We’ve only delivered limited numbers to
date…
The Traineeship Masterclasses are helping
to shape delivery in the future”
Results

59
21
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Different training providers and
colleges attended the
masterclasses
Were not currently delivering
Traineeships but were
considering doing so.
Indicative feedback from
Traineeship stakeholders
suggested that both starts and
progression rates have
increased.
The 7 video case studies have
been very popular. The project
YouTube channel received 962
views.

Provider Support
Programme
Our Aim
Our aim is to support providers to respond effectively to
critical challenges. We do this by facilitating peer-topeer activity and by sourcing recognised experts within
the sector to deliver programmes that provide real
solutions.

Our Approach
The GMLPN Provider Support Programme has the
following features that make it unique:

Informed and designed by training providers.

Delivered by local training providers and
recognised experts who can demonstrate best
practice from experience.

Delivered locally.

Tailored to suit your needs.

Affordable.

Our Packages
We have packaged our current support offer according
to the following four themes. As the programme
develops more themes will become available.

1. Apprenticeship Support
We have developed this package to enable GMLPN
members to successfully respond to the Apprenticeship
reforms and the introduction of the Levy. It includes
training on:


The Register of Apprenticeship Training
Providers.



How to model the financial impact of
Apprenticeships Standards.



How to deliver Apprenticeship Standards.



How to deliver profitable Apprenticeships

Working alongside training providers we have designed
the Provider Support Programme to assist leaders,
managers and their teams to successfully adapt to the
ever changing landscape of skills and employment
training, including:



How to secure business from levy employers.



4. English and maths







Responding to the Apprenticeship Levy and the
switch to Standards.
Improving success rates for English and maths.
Improving your Ofsted rating.
Nurturing learner resilience.
Improving progression rates.
Keeping learners safe.

There may well be other issues affecting your
organisation and our Programme is designed to be
flexible and responsive to your needs. We would
encourage you to contact us to discuss your
requirements.

2. Building Learner Resilience
3. Quality

5.Resilience

“The training and coaching we have
received has been fantastic and is
supporting us with our strategic
approach to growth”
Julie Robinson, CEO, Alliance
Learning

www.gmlpn.co.uk
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Skills for
Business
Awards

We were delighted to welcome 500 guests to the
celebration evening made possible by the
tremendous support of our sponsors:

The 2016 Skills for Business Awards marked our
third year of recognising and celebrating the
outstanding contributions made by employers and
training providers across Greater Manchester.
The awards are now firmly established in the
annual calendar and we have strived to ensure that
they remain fresh, fun and provide a focal point in
the year to collectively celebrate the benefits to
both individuals and businesses of investing in
skills.
This could not have happened without the support
of our members and their employers, our partners
at the Chamber of Commerce, our headline
sponsor Pearson WBL and the judging panel.

Pearson WBL
Babington Group
Greater Manchester Combined Authority
National Schools Training
North West Skills Academy
The GM Apprenticeship Hub
The LTE Group (Manchester College)
Oldham College
The Skills Company
The awards took place on Thursday 9 June at The
Point - Old Trafford Cricket Ground and were
hosted by the comedian, Justin Moorhouse.

LAUNCHING SOON:
THE GREATER MANCHESTER
SKILLS FOR BUSINESS AWARDS 2017
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Commercial Partnerships
As a member of GMLPN you are eligible to join
the buying agreements that we have set up and
to enjoy the benefit of discounts. These span
various industries and all are the product of an
increased purchasing power. Members enjoy
a direct relationship with the suppliers. Our
suppliers will then apply specific membership
rates/benefits to your account.
If you want to find out more about our
commercial partners, please
contact richard.n@gmlpn.co.uk or call
0161 654 1508

Pearson

Zen Office

iPegs

Pearson is a renowned
awarding body with a range
of products and services.
Our members who are also
a WLE centre member of
Pearson can be eligible for
up to a 25% discount.

Zen, a long term
commercial partner of GMLPN,
offer a wide range of services
from business supplies to office
refurbishments to managed
print services allowing our
members to consolidate their
purchases.

An efficient way to manage
and monitor learner
progress, particularly those
out in the workplace. With
iPEGS you can go paperless,
an easy and efficient method
of creating, signing and
sending digital forms.

HURST Accountancy

NW Business Insider

GMLPN have been working
with HURST, an industry
experienced accountancy firm.
HURST are familiar with the
various government funding
streams and are able to advise
providers on adapting their
business strategy to respond to
change in the landscape.

GMLPN have partnered with NW
Business Insider to support our
members as a media
partner. This provides an
opportunity for our members to
advertise their Apprenticeships,
Commercial Training and other
products to over 57,000
businesses across the North
West.

www.gmlpn.co.uk
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Our Board in 2015/16
During the year the members of our Board and Advisory Board have given us their time and support to help provide the Network
with strategic direction, helping to ensure that the work we undertake meets the needs and aspirations of our members.

Our Board Members

The Advisory Board

Mark Currie
Jonathan Bourne
Debra Woodruff

Abdi Yusuf
Adrian Fantham
Alastair Brooks
Andy Turner
Jerry Stokes
Jill Nagy
John Whitby
Julie Shawcross
Nikki Bardsley
Steve Murphy
Sue Price

Mantra Learning
Damar Training
Oldham College

GMLPN Team
Andy Fawcett
Anne Gornall
Charlotte Cookson
Coral McFarlane
Matt Leigh
Richard Nash
Ruth Thompson-Davies

Focusing First on People
Babington Group
The Manchester College
Rochdale MBC
The Manchester Growth Company
Rochdale Training Association
STEGTA
The Expanse Group
Kaplan Limited
Positive Steps
First for Skills

North West Provider Network
Mark Currie and Debra Woodruff have continued to represent the GMLPN membership on the Board of the North West
Provider Network.
To support providers in adapting to the changes and to support the ambition of the Northern Powerhouse we have worked
ever more closely with colleagues in other provider networks across the North of England northern through the mechanism
of the North West Provider Network.
Collectively we are seeking to ensure that the support offered through our own networks, builds on our collective
expertise, adds value to the work of national organisations and importantly encourages providers to utilise the free support
offered through the Education and Training Foundation. Moving forward we aim to bring these various strands of activity
into a more coherent and sustainable programme.

Supporting the Network
A vital dimension of the GMLPN’s activity is to keep members aware of strategic and operational developments which
impact upon their organisations. To do this we have held a series of network events which have included:
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Briefings from the New Economy setting out the priorities for the Devolution Agreement, City Deal and the Growth
and Investment Plan
Presentations on the 2014-20 European Structural and Investment Funds and the work of GM Futures
The Greater Manchester Apprenticeship Hub and the programme of projects operating across Greater Manchester.
Regular operational updates from the Skills Funding Agency
Organised workshops on the Ofsted Common Inspection Framework, safeguarding and the Prevent Agenda.
Organised a major conference on the Apprenticeship Levy and Funding Reforms on behalf of provider networks
operating across the north of England.
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Our Members
Acacia Training

Hawk Training

Prestige Training

Alliance Learning

HIT Training

Proco NW

APM UK

Hopwood Hall

Rathbone

Armstrong Learning

Inspire to Independence

Rochdale MBC Skills Team

Ashton, Wigan & District YMCA

Interserve

Rochdale Training Association

Aspire, Achieve, Advance (3aaa)

Intraining

Salford City College

Aspire Education Academy

Jarvis Training Management

SS Simon Jude CofE Primary School

Babcock Training

Joint Learning Partnership

Standguide Ltd

Babington Business College

JTL

Stockport College

Back 2 Work Complete Training

Kaplan Financial

SEETEC

BG Academy

Kashmir Youth Project

SETA

Bolton College

Ken Bate Associates

STEGTA

Brighter Beginnings Day Nursery

Key Training

Street League

Burnley College

Learndirect

Tameside MBC Adult and Community
Learning

Bury College

Lite Ltd

Tameside College

Bury Council

Manchester First Ltd

Tameside, Oldham & Glossop Mind

Care Assessment Training Service

Manchester Metropolitan University

The Apprentice Academy

Carillion

Mantra Learning

The Expanse Group

CEDE Trust Fund

Menerva Training Ltd

The Manchester College

Cheadle and Marple Sixth Form College

Michael John Training

The Skills Company

CILEx Law School

National Schools Training

The Training Brokers

Damar Training

Norman Mackie & Associates Ltd

The White Room

DH Associates

North Lancs Training Group

Total People

Education Training Partnership

North of England Training

Trafford College

EQL Solutions

North West Skills Academy

Train’d up Railway Resources

Essential Learning

Northern Training Academy

Training 2000

Estio Training Ltd

Norton Webb

Training Strategies Ltd

First 4 Skills

Now Skills

Transport Training Academy

FLM Training

NTG Training

Utilities & Construction Training Ltd

Focusing First on People

Oldham College

Vita Skills Limited

Free 2 Learn

Oldham Council

W Academy & Education

GMCVO

OTC

Wigan & Leigh College

GP Strategies

Pathway First Ltd

Wigan Council

Greater Manchester Chamber of
Commerce

Pearson Work Based Learning

Wigan Leisure & Culture Trust

Groundwork

Pennine Acute Hospitals NHS Trust

Workers’ Education Association (WEA)

Plato Training

YMCA Training

Positive Steps
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